
Beijing: Serbia's potentials presented at the China International Fair for Trade in Services
Wednesday, 09 September 2020.

The Embassy of Serbia participated in the China International Fair for Trade in Services
(CIFTIS), held from 4 to 9 September, the first major off-line international event held in China
since the outbreak of the pandemic. President Xi Jinping delivered a speech via video link.       
At the forum, co-organized by the Embassy, Beijing Municipal Bureau of Commerce, China
International Electronic Commerce Center and Platform for foreign investment at the Ministry of
Commerce (MOFCOM), Embassy representatives Marjan Bozovic and Marlena Markovic
presented Serbia's investment and tourist potentials. A Zijin representative addressed the forum
and spoke about his investment experience in Serbia. The forum was attended by
approximately 70 representatives of Chinese companies and news media. It was an opportunity
for networking with representatives of companies which have already announced meetings and
talks on possible cooperation and the Embassy presence received media coverage. China
International Electronic Commerce Center published an article entitled 
"Are you ready to invest in Serbia?"
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https://www.investgo.cn/article/hd/tchdn/202009/504378.html
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     In talks with Director of the Foreign Economic Cooperation Department of Beijing MunicipalBureau of Commerce, Zhuang Jianrong and head of China International Electronic CommerceCenter Xin Fujun, Bozovic expressed Serbia's interest in exploring new fields of economiccooperation between the two countries, especially in the area of modern technologies. Chinesecollocutors emphasized that the projects like modernization of Belgrade-Budapest railway, aswell as Zijin and Hestil investments demonstrate that Serbia became one of the key investmentdestinations for Chinese companies in line with the national strategy to engage globally,implementing this goal through "Belt and Road" initiative.      

     The presentation featured many benefits for investing in Serbia like human resources,competitive operating costs, preferential fiscal policies including favorable geographic positionof the country. As for tourism, the Embassy representatives highlighted the data indicating thegrowing interest of Chinese visitors in travelling to Serbia, the development of its tourism marketand infrastructure, as well as facilities offered to Chinese tourists.
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